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“Herold: Internal Medicine” is a lecture oriented representation taking account of the topic catalogue for the medical examination for physicians. It contains ICD-10 codes within the text and the index.

“Herold: Innere Medizin” by Gerd Herold (MD) is one of the leading textbooks of internal medicine in Germany, if not the leading one. Its enormous popularity is based on the facts that it represents the topics of internal medicine in an accurate and systematic form and that it has been updated every year since 1982. Because of its success, it has been translated into several languages. For several years, there has been a growing need for an English edition. This has finally been made possible, thanks to committed German and English physicians and certified translators.

HEROLD – it’s ingenious!

Some reviews (originally in German):

Indispensable bible of internal medicine (amazon.de)
The reader can find all subject areas logically arranged and therefore clearly represented (thieme.de)
The "Herold" is recommended to all those who want quick and comprehensive information about any issue on internal medicine (springer.de)
An absolute Must for medical students (amazon.de)
It is an excellent study- and revision book both for examinations and for the daily hospital work (thieme.de)
This standard learning book offers concentrated information in a small size (springer.de)
There is no alternative (amazon.de)
Within a very short time, the reader receives a host of information and feels well informed about every subject area (thieme.de)
It provides concentrated information on internal medicine and also is a comprehensive reference (springer.de)
"Herold" is always a good first helper to turn to (amazon.de)
The facts are presented in well readable sentences and key points (thieme.de)
Basic information on the individual diseases, but also specific information are clearly presented in a repetitive pattern (springer.de)
Superb overall view (amazon.de)
Due to the topicality in diagnosis and therapy, "Herold" is absolutely recommendable (thieme.de)
Whether for the preparation for exams as a reference book or for everyday clinical practice, “Herold” satisfies all the demands a physician can make on a medical book (springer.de)
Always popular with doctors... student nurses also appreciate it (amazon.de)
There is hardly any other book offering so many facts so clearly represented (thieme.de)
The book fully concentrates on its contents and at the same time, it is available at a low price (springer.de)
The book contains all issues of internal medicine in a comprehensive and complete form (anint.de)
Again and again, you will find good pieces of advice and important remarks which can spare you some awkward situation during your daily hospital work (ciao.com)

Get more information here:
http://www.herold-internal-medicine.com/
Get the book at your favourite bookstore:
http://www.lulu.com/spotlight/herold_internal_medicine